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>>> Impressions

This edition of Quark Matter took place in an extraordinary
location!

Palazzo del Cinema and Palazzo del Casino Lido di Venezia,
where Venice International Film Festival takes place there
every year
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Can you find LUHEP team members?

Machine learning cluster recognition is needed!
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>>> Impressions

After application of magic machine learning techniques

Absolutely unsupervised learning!
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>>> Impressions

Significant contribution to the full program
280 talks, 400 posters in total
And hard work paid off
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>>> Impressions

EA NA61 talk announced in the daily newsletter-->high
attendance
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>>> Spoiler alert!

No major breakthroughs and discoveries were claimed.
In this presentation we will discuss only topics and ideas
that we liked and understood to some extent.
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>>> Flow by STAR and ATLAS
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>>> Ridge with Z boson by ATLAS
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>>> Ridge in ALEPH and ZEUS?
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>>> Rapidity dependence of fluctuations
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>>> Balance function by ALICE
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>>> Balance function by ALICE
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>>> Brief news

1. PYTHIA is now available for heavy ions - Angantyr

2. SMASH event generator (Frankfurt group; hadronic
transport) results are in a reasonable agreement with the
NA61 data on p+p collisions

3. Azimuthal anisotropy and flow coefficients for p+Pb can
be successfully described without hydro by slightly
non-standard kinetic theory (but initial (sub-nucleonic)
conditions are important)

4. CEP (from the Black Hole model (holography approach)
fitted to selected lattice results) is located at
µB = 724 MeV, T = 89 MeV - NICA energies

5. Curvature of critical line TC(µB)
T = 1− k(µB

T )2 +O(µ4
B) from

lattice QCD: 1) analytic continuation k = 0.0135 2) Taylor
expansion k = 0.0145

6. Rivet for heavy-ion physics
7. MC studies of fluctuations for FAIR-NICA (ω, ν+−

dyn, νKπ
dyn)
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